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Via Electronic Mail 
 
Charles A. Zelle, Chair  
Metropolitan Council 
390 Robert Street North 
Saint Paul, MN 55101-1805 
Charles.Zelle@metc.state.mn.us 
 

Re: Correction of Inaccurate Information and Assertion of Rights Regarding Red Line 
and Data Practices Act Request 

 
Dear Chair Zelle: 
 

The Minnesota Valley Transit Authority (“MVTA”) has retained Dorsey & Whitney LLP to 
represent MVTA in protecting MVTA’s rights regarding operation of the “Red Line” bus transit 
route, originating at the Apple Valley Transit Station (“AVTS”) and terminating at the Mall of 
America Transit Station.  I write on behalf of MVTA to correct an array of inaccurate, incomplete, 
and misleading information and arguments presented in your letter of November 5, 2020 to 
Senator Eric Pratt in response to Senator Pratt’s and Representative Sandra Masin’s 
October 29, 2020 Data Practices Act request (“Met. Council Response”), and to clarify the 
MVTA’s position regarding the Metropolitan Council’s actions in relation to the Red Line.  In 
addition to misstating the facts, you articulate the Metropolitan Council’s plan to take over 
operation of the Red Line, effective December 5, 2020.  The Metropolitan Council does not have 
the legal authority to operate the Red Line without the consent of MVTA.  MVTA has not 
consented, and will not consent absent an acceptable arrangement between MVTA and the 
Metropolitan Council.  Consequently, MVTA urges the Metropolitan Council to engage in 
immediate good faith negotiations with MVTA to establish an agreement for operation of the 
Red Line when the current Subordinate Agreements terminate as a result of the Metropolitan 
Council’s notice on December 5, 2020, and the Master Agreement expires on December 31, 
2020.  Absent such an agreement, MVTA reserves its rights to seek declaratory and injunctive 
relief, and/or to bar Metropolitan Council (and its operating unit, Metro Transit) from using 
MVTA-owned assets.  This would be an unfortunate outcome, given that MVTA and the 
Metropolitan Council share an objective of maintaining uninterrupted high-quality service on the 
Red Line, consistent with the high-quality service MVTA has provided for many years.  

The remainder of this letter addresses the inaccuracies in the Met. Council Response.  
We also request additional information under the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, 
Minn. Stat. Ch. 13. 
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A. The Metropolitan Council Has Not Engaged in Good Faith Communications 
with MVTA Over the Future of the Red Line 

The Met. Council Response asserts that the Metropolitan Council terminated the Red 
Line Subordinate Agreements only “after two months of discussion between the Council and 
MVTA.”  This is misleading at best.  In July 2020, MVTA staff approached the relevant 
Metropolitan Council staff about initiating discussions for an extension of the Master Agreement, 
but were told that the Metropolitan Council was not yet ready for such discussions.  As time 
passed with no further communications, MVTA’s CEO Luther Wynder placed numerous calls 
and emails to Mr. Nick Thompson, Director of the MTS Division of the Metropolitan Council.  
The calls and emails were not returned until August 12, when Mr. Thompson verbally notified 
Mr. Wynder of the Metropolitan Council’s plan to terminate the Subordinate Agreements, without 
any detailed rationale.   

Ultimately, other Metropolitan Council staff provided some additional verbal statements 
opining that they believed Metro Transit could operate the Red Line more efficiently, but 
provided no details or documentation.  Nor were Metropolitan Council staff willing to engage in 
substantive discussions about alternative solutions.  Mr. Thompson appeared before the MVTA 
on September 30, 2020, more than three weeks after the termination notice, but only offered 
vague ex post “efficiency” justifications for the termination.  The Metropolitan Council did not 
provide any documentary support for the Red Line takeover until October 28, 2020, nearly two 
months after the September 4, 2020 termination letter and one day before receipt of Senator 
Pratt’s Data Practices Act request.   

Any suggestion that the Metropolitan Council engaged in good faith communications or 
negotiations with MVTA is thus belied by the facts.  Termination was a unilateral act, not in any 
way in keeping with historic practices and the partnership between MVTA and the Metropolitan 
Council, and completely contrary to the carefully developed statutory scheme that has balanced 
regional and local transit interests since the early 1980s. 

B. The Metropolitan Council is Violating the Terms of its Agreement to 
Operate the Red Line 

 
In defending its unilateral action, the Metropolitan Council asserts that it assumed full 

operational control of the Red Line upon dissolution of the Counties Transit Improvement Board 
(“CTIB”) in 2017.  That authority did not exist inherently in the Metropolitan Council, but was 
authority held by Dakota County and other parties to CTIB.  Moreover, CTIB was strictly and 
expressly a Joint Powers Authority created for taxing purposes.  By its structure and terms, 
CTIB did not possess, and could not confer, authority reserved to local communities elsewhere 
by statute.  Critically, the Metropolitan Council omits that, as a condition of assuming the degree 
of operational authority that CTIB could confer, the Metropolitan Council also made the following 
express commitments: 
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The METRO Red Line has been built by a strong partnership with Dakota 
County, CTIB, local partners and the Council.  We will continue to utilize the 
partnership with Dakota County to build Red Line Ridership and maintain a 
quality service.  As part of this partnership, the Council will provide periodic 
reports on the performance of the Red Line to Dakota County and continue to 
work with the County and local communities on station area planning and other 
activities that will build ridership on the transitway. 

Letter from Wes Koolstra, Metropolitan Council Regional Administrator, to Dakota County 
(May 29, 2017) (emphases added).  The Metropolitan Council’s conduct here is in direct 
violation of this commitment.  There was no meaningful advance discussion or effort to work 
with Dakota County or other local communities, either individually or through MVTA, prior to 
issuance of the termination notice.  As a result of this breach, if it is not cured, the conferring 
communities will be fully within their rights to withdraw the operational control conditionally 
granted to the Metropolitan Council as part of the CTIB dissolution.   
 

C. The Metropolitan Council Cannot Operate the Red Line More Economically 
or Efficiently than MVTA 

The centerpiece of the Metropolitan Council’s argument for taking over the Red Line is 
the false contention that the Metropolitan Council can deliver Red Line service more 
economically and efficiently than MVTA.  To support this claim, the Met. Council Response 
compares the alleged costs of extending the current Master Agreement with the Metropolitan 
Council’s alleged alternative cost structure.  This comparison is riddled with errors and faulty 
assumptions. 

First, the Metropolitan Council cannot at present reliably forecast its costs to run the Red 
Line.  Labor is the single largest cost component in operating the Red Line.  The Metropolitan 
Council does not know its future transit labor costs.  As has been widely reported, the Council’s 
current transit labor contract is expiring, and the union has flatly rejected the Council’s most 
recent offer of a $3/hour wage increase.  It is not clear from the Met. Council Response whether 
the $3/hour offer was even factored into the cost forecast, and even if it was, this offer has been 
rejected.  The cost estimate is therefore both speculative and almost certainly too low. 

Second, the Metropolitan Council asserts that it can save “over $1M per year starting in 
2021.”  Of this estimate, the Metropolitan Council attributes $500,000 in future costs to MVTA if 
MVTA continues to operate the Red Line, arising from MVTA’s request earlier this year for 
increased support for security.  This request arose because Metropolitan Council security 
support is currently inadequate for the needs of the Red Line.  No one has disputed that the 
identified need for increased security is legitimate, and this cost will need to be borne regardless 
whether MVTA or the Metropolitan Council operates the Red Line in 2021 and beyond.  It is 
thus inappropriate to attribute the $500,000 to MVTA, but not the Metropolitan Council if the 
Metropolitan Council supplants MVTA as the operator of the Red Line. 
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Third, in its cost modeling, the Metropolitan Council appears to exempt itself from paying 
any of the costs associated with AVTS if the Metropolitan Council assumes control of the Red 
Line, while attributing those costs to MVTA if MVTA operates the Red Line.  AVTS costs exist 
regardless who runs the Red Line, and should be accounted for equally in any comparison.   

Fourth, Metropolitan Council staff prepared a purported “market analysis” in which they 
attempted to compare the costs of different contracts with different equipment and services to 
the Red Line.  There are many substantive flaws in this comparison, but it also ignores that the 
MVTA contract strictly follows the Metropolitan Council’s own contract guidance.  Any difference 
in the rates is fundamentally attributable to the Council’s own contracting requirements.   

Fifth, the Met. Council Response asserts vague “efficiencies” arising from supposedly 
idled Metro Transit drivers and resources as a result of the pandemic and better integration with 
the Metro Transit network.  Not only are these claims not individually quantified, but the idled-
driver argument is difficult to square with Metro Transit’s relentless attempts to poach MVTA’s 
contracted drivers throughout 2020.  Notably, these attempts to hire away MVTA-contracted 
drivers were occurring simultaneously with the Metropolitan Council staff’s refusal to engage 
with MVTA on the future operation of the Red Line.  Moreover, even if there are short-term 
efficiencies to be gained as a result of the pandemic, there is no basis to assert that they would 
accrue disproportionately to the Metropolitan Council, or that they are a sound basis to abandon 
a successful long-term transit arrangement.   

Indeed, that arrangement has been so successful that the Metropolitan Council 
persuaded the Federal Transit Administration (“FTA”) to allow the Metropolitan Council to sole-
source the Red Line with MVTA rather than putting the service out for bid.  The Met. Council 
Response attempts to evade this fact by merely providing the grant application document, while 
withholding the subsequent grant procurement documents that would demonstrate the sole 
source justification.  Overall, this is the most whiplash-inducing aspect of the Metropolitan 
Council’s attempt to supplant MVTA – in a very short period of time the Metropolitan Council 
has transitioned from representing to the federal government that MVTA is so well-suited to 
operating the Red Line that the contract can be issued on a sole source basis (without the 
rigorous competitive procurement processes that are a hallmark of FTA grant funding), to now 
claiming MVTA’s service is so out-of-step with the Red Line’s needs that there is no point in 
even meaningfully engaging with MVTA on contract renewal. 

Ultimately, the most fundamental flaw in the Metropolitan Council’s economic argument 
is that it compares a pre-pandemic contract with mid-pandemic conditions.  The Metropolitan 
Council has made no attempt to analyze or explore how an updated Master Agreement with 
MVTA might be structured under current transit conditions, much less directly compare the 
efficiencies and costs of wholly turning over the Red Line to MVTA.  MVTA suspects that this is 
because the Metropolitan Council would not like the answer, and continued or expanded local 
control of transit is contrary to the Metropolitan Council’s internal objectives.   
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For these reasons, the Metropolitan Council’s economic case for usurpation of the Red 
Line is unsupported and flawed.  

D. The Metropolitan Council Does Not Have the Legal Authority to Take Over 
the Red Line 

In addition to being factually erroneous, the Metropolitan Council’s attempt to 
commandeer the Red Line is legally defective.  Local control of transit in opt-out communities 
has long been mandated by the Legislature through Minn. Stat. § 473.388, Subd. 1.  The 
Metropolitan Council asserts that Minn. Stat. § 473.388 “does not apply to the Red Line,” 
because the Red Line is bus rapid transit (“BRT”) service.  There is no distinction in Section 
473.388 between BRT and “local service.”  To the extent that a distinction has arisen in practice 
and nomenclature, that has evolved as a result of cooperative arrangements between the 
Metropolitan Council and opt-out communities.  These cooperative arrangements in no way 
confer authority on the Metropolitan Council to unilaterally assume control of suburban transit in 
contravention of Section 473.388.   

Even if the BRT-local service distinction had statutory significance, the Red Line is a 
quintessential local service.  It runs entirely in MVTA communities until its termination at the Mall 
of America.  The FTA does not consider the Red Line to be BRT.  And the Red Line does not 
meet the criteria for BRT established by the Metropolitan Council itself.  The Transportation 
Policy Plan provides guidelines for different bus service classifications, including stop spacing, 
frequency of service, and productivity.  See Transportation Policy Plan, October 2018 Update, 
Appendix G at G-10 to G-15.  Under these guidelines the Red Line does not qualify as any of 
the three BRT classifications (Arterial, Highway, Dedicated), but rather qualifies as Suburban 
Local Bus.  Metropolitan Council Policy Plans have the force of law and are binding on all 
affected parties.  See City of Lake Elmo v. Metropolitan Council, 685 N.W.2d 1, 4-6 (Minn. 
2004).  The Metropolitan Council does not have the authority to unilaterally depart from its own 
guidelines outside the comprehensive planning process so as to evade the carefully balanced 
allocation of authority established in Minn. Stat. § 473.388.  Consequently, contrary to the Met. 
Council Response, Minn. Stat. § 473.388 does apply to the Red Line, and the Metropolitan 
Council may not assume control of the Red Line without MVTA’s express approval, which 
MVTA declines to give. 

Overall, the Metropolitan Council is confusing its right to terminate a specific set of 
contracts with some unidentified statutory authority to control local transit in an opt-out 
community.  Under the Master Agreement, the Metropolitan Council was within its rights, 
however ill-advised, to terminate the Subordinate Agreements for any reason and at any time.  
But termination of the Subordinate Agreements did not then confer upon the Metropolitan 
Council plenary authority to usurp the Red Line in contradiction of Minn. Stat. § 473.388 and the 
statutory principle of local control over local transit.  Upon termination of the Subordinate 
Agreements, or natural expiration of the Master Agreement, it is MVTA’s decision, not the 
Metropolitan Council’s, whether to operate the Red Line.   
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E. The Metropolitan Council Does Not Control MVTA Facilities 

Even if the Metropolitan Council could lawfully assume control of the Red Line (which it 
cannot), that would not extend to MVTA-owned facilities such as AVTS or bus facilities.  Indeed, 
it is puzzling that the Metropolitan Council would have actively supported funding for these 
MVTA-owned Red Line assets if the Metropolitan Council did not believe that MVTA was the 
appropriate party to operate the Red Line.  The Metropolitan Council is exactly correct when it 
observes that it has been “regional policy and practice” for units of government to share access 
to facilities on a transit line at no cost.  But it has also been clear “regional policy and practice” 
to work in partnership with local units of government and opt-out communities in providing 
transit.  It is the Metropolitan Council, not MVTA, that first abandoned longstanding policy and 
practice in seeking to unilaterally terminate a successful contractual relationship without any 
serious negotiations, and to usurp local control in a transparent power-play.  The Metropolitan 
Council can hardly appeal to intergovernmental comity when it has abandoned that path. 

For this reason, MVTA respectfully denies the Metropolitan Council access and use of 
AVTS and other MVTA properties until such time as a mutually acceptable agreement can be 
reached for their use.  MVTA stands ready to engage with the Metropolitan Council at any time 
to reach such agreement.  

F. The Met. Council Response Misrepresents Other Alleged Benefits of 
Metropolitan Council Operation of the Red Line 

While less egregious than some of the other errors in the Met. Council Response, it is 
telling that the Metropolitan Council is willing to claim completely illusory benefits to justify 
Metropolitan Council takeover of the Red Line.  For example, the Met. Council Response claims 
that one benefit of a Metropolitan Council takeover of the Red Line is that the Council “will 
reopen the Cedar Grove Transit Station which was closed by MVTA in April.  This reopening will 
improve Red Line travel times and provide needed enclosed customer waiting facilities as winter 
sets in.”  As the Metropolitan Council is fully aware, MVTA temporarily closed the Cedar Grove 
Transit Station (“CGTS”) because of reductions in ridership and safety concerns arising from the 
pandemic.  Many other transit stations throughout the metropolitan area have also been closed, 
including stations operated directly by Metro Transit.  The claim that Metropolitan Council can 
re-open CGTS later this Fall is debatable, given rising Covid-19 case counts and continued 
disruptions in ridership.  Regardless, the reasons for and merits of opening or closing CGTS 
have absolutely nothing to do with whether the Red Line is operated by MVTA or the 
Metropolitan Council.   

G. Request for Additional Information under Minn. Stat. Ch. 13 

As noted, the Met. Council Response and other information provided by the Metropolitan 
Council is incomplete in critical dimensions.  Consequently, by this letter I am requesting access 
to government data under the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, Minnesota Statutes, 
Chapter 13.  This Firm is counsel to MVTA, and makes the request on its behalf.  Through this 
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request, I am seeking to inspect and/or copy public data created, produced, received, 
maintained, including, but not limited to, any data in documents, letters, emails, text messages, 
notes, reports, and/or meeting minutes related to the topics identified in Exhibit A.  

 If responsive data are found, I would first like the opportunity to inspect such data prior to 
identifying specific subsets of data to copy.  Please consider this letter a formal request for the 
indefinite retention of the requested data, pending resolution of the status of this request.  This 
request is on behalf of MVTA, which is the subject of some of the requested data.  Please 
contact me immediately if you need any documentation confirming that this request is made on 
behalf of MVTA. 

As required by Section 13.03, Subd. 3(f) of the Minnesota Statutes, I am requesting that 
if any portion of my request is denied, or you provide redacted data in response to the request, 
you certify in writing the request has been denied and cite the specific statutory section, 
temporary classification, or other provision of law upon which you base the denial.  I am further 
requesting such a certification either orally at the time of the request or in writing as soon after 
that time as possible.  Please contact me with questions regarding this request. 

 H. Request for Consultations 

 Although MVTA strongly objects to the Metropolitan Council’s actions to date, we share 
a commitment to providing uninterrupted quality service on the Red Line.  To that end, MVTA is 
prepared to undertake a variety of efforts to ensure continued operation.  These include, but are 
not limited to: 

 Engagement in negotiations over the Red Line at any time regarding a new Master 
Agreement or alternative approaches to operating the Red Line; 

 A short-term extension to the current Master and Subordinate Agreements to maintain 
service during negotiations, without prejudice to any party’s overall rights; 

 Discussion of options and terms for allowing the Metropolitan Council to access MVTA 
facilities; and/or 

 Exploration of shared opportunities to address challenges posed by the pandemic. 

MVTA is confident that solutions are available to any of the Metropolitan Council’s legitimate 
concerns regarding short and longer term operation of the Red Line.  We need only work 
together to find them.  MVTA looks forward to a constructive dialogue.  MVTA’s CEO Luther 
Wynder is available to discuss the Red Line at any time with Mr. Thompson, as is the MVTA 
Board. 
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 Thank you for your consideration, and please arrange for your staff to contact MVTA at 
their earliest convenience.   

Very truly yours, 

DORSEY & WHITNEY LLP 

 

Jay R. Lindgren 

JRL:aj 
Enclosure 
cc: tim.walz@state.mn.us 

rep.tony.albright@house.mn 
rep.kristin.bahner@house.mn 
rep.robert.bierman@house.mn 
rep.hunter.cantrell@house.mn 
jimc@senate.mn 
sen.greg.clausen@senate.mn 
sen.dan.hall@senate.mn 
rep.laurie.halverson@house.mn 
rep.john.huot@house.mn 
rep.jon.koznick@house.mn 
sen.matt.little@senate.mn 
rep.sandra.masin@house.mn 
sen.eric.pratt@senate.mn 
rep.frank.hornstein@house.mn 
sen.scott.newman@senate.mn 
rep.paul.torkelson@house.mn 
contact@lindseyportmn.com 
contactus@jesshansonforhouse.com 
contact@bergforminnesota.com 
Liz@LizReyer.com 
erik@mortforhouse.com 
votezachduckworth@gmail.com 
chamber@burnsvillechamber.com 
edkearney@applevalleychamber.com 
mscallenfailor@dcrchamber.com 
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Elizabeth.Kautz@burnsvillemn.gov 
Mayormary8@gmail.com 
mmaguire@cityofeagan.com 
chris.gerlach@co.dakota.mn.us 
JUlrich@co.scott.mn.us 
deb.barber@metc.state.mn.us 
wendy.wulff@metc.state.mn.us 
phillip.sterner@metc.state.mn.us 
ann.bloodhart@metc.state.mn.us 
clint.hooppaw@gmail.com 

 mayor@ci.rosemount.mn.us 
 gabbott@mediacombb.net 
 Dan.Kealey@burnsvillemn.gov 
 garyhansen@1stcounsel.com 
 jaywhtng@aol.com  
 kburkart@cityofpriorlake.com 
 lwynder@mvta.com 
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Exhibit A 

Information requested from the Metropolitan Council, including its operating unit Metro 
Transit. 

 1. The enforcement/security cost component budgeted for 2021 for the Red Line in 
the Metro Transit Model data shown in Table 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick 
Thompson to Charlie Zelle attached as Exhibit A.  As used in this request, 
“enforcement/security” has the same meaning as “enforcement/security” in Table 1 of the 
October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie Zelle.   

 2. The Platform Hour Rate, including but not limited to the dollar figure of the 
Platform Hour Rate, used in budgeting for 2021 for the Red Line in the Metro Transit Model data 
shown in Table 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie Zelle. 

3. The Direct Cost Per Hour Rate, including but not limited to the dollar figure of the 
Direct Cost Per Hour Rate, used in budgeting for 2021 for the Red Line in the Metro Transit 
Model data shown in Table 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to 
Charlie Zelle, and referenced on page 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick 
Thompson to Charlie Zelle. 

  4. The itemized subcomponents of the Direct Cost Per Hour Rate, including the 
dollar figure of each, used in budgeting for 2021 for the Red Line in the Metro Transit Model 
data shown in Table 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie 
Zelle, and referenced on page 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to 
Charlie Zelle, including “Operators, Mechanics, Engineering and Facilities Maintenance, 
Inventory Stores Department, Diesel Fuel, Bus parts and Bus Supplies.” 
 
 5. Any components of the Direct Cost Per Hour Rate, including the dollar figure of 
each, used in budgeting for 2021 for the Red Line in the Metro Transit Model data shown in 
Table 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie Zelle, and 
referenced on page 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie 
Zelle, that are not included in the list “Operators, Mechanics, Engineering and Facilities 
Maintenance, Inventory Stores Department, Diesel Fuel, Bus parts and Bus Supplies.” 
 

6. The Indirect Cost Per Hour Rate, including but not limited to the dollar figure of 
the Indirect Cost Per Hour Rate, used in budgeting for 2021 for the Red Line in the Metro 
Transit Model data shown in Table 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick 
Thompson to Charlie Zelle, and referenced on page 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum 
from Nick Thompson to Charlie Zelle. 

  7. The itemized subcomponents of the Indirect Cost Per Hour Rate, including the 
dollar figure of each, used in budgeting for 2021 for the Red Line in the Metro Transit Model 
data shown in Table 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie 
Zelle, and referenced on page 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to 
Charlie Zelle, including “Transit Information, Farebox Repair, Executive, Strategic 
Initiatives, Office of AGM of Bus Operations, Transit Systems Development, Route and System 
Planning, Finance, Budgeting, Ridership and Revenue Analysis, Convenience Fares and Fare 
Collection, Bus Transportation Administration and Bus Maintenance Administration, Engineering 
and Facilities Administration, Professional and Technical Services, Other Supplies, Utilities, 
Insurance, Leases and Rentals, Council Allocations.” 
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 8. Any components of the Indirect Cost Per Hour Rate, including the dollar figure of 
each, used in budgeting for 2021 for the Red Line in the Metro Transit Model data shown in 
Table 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie Zelle, and 
referenced on page 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie 
Zelle, that are not included in the list “Transit Information, Farebox Repair, Executive, Strategic 
Initiatives, Office of AGM of Bus Operations, Transit Systems Development, Route and System 
Planning, Finance, Budgeting, Ridership and Revenue Analysis, Convenience Fares and Fare 
Collection, Bus Transportation Administration and Bus Maintenance Administration, Engineering 
and Facilities Administration, Professional and Technical Services, Other Supplies, Utilities, 
Insurance, Leases and Rentals, Council Allocations.” 
 

9. The Non Attributable Cost, including but not limited to the dollar figure of the Non 
Attributable Cost, used in budgeting for 2021 for the Red Line in the Metro Transit Model data 
shown in Table 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie Zelle, 
and referenced on page 3 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to 
Charlie Zelle. 

 10. The itemized subcomponents of the Non Attributable Cost, including the dollar 
figure of each, used in budgeting for 2021 for the Red Line in the Metro Transit Model data 
shown in Table 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie Zelle, 
and referenced on page 3 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to 
Charlie Zelle, including “Transit Police, Customer Service and Public Relations, Transit Oriented 
Development, Marketing, Everyday Equity, Grants, Capital Asset Management.” 
 
 11. Any components of the Non Attributable Cost, including the dollar figure of each, 
used in budgeting for 2021 for the Red Line in the Metro Transit Model data shown in Table 2 of 
the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie Zelle, and referenced on 
page 3 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie Zelle, that are not 
included in the list “Transit Police, Customer Service and Public Relations, Transit Oriented 
Development, Marketing, Everyday Equity, Grants, Capital Asset Management.” 
 
 12. To the extent not already disclosed in response to Request No. 4, the Operator 
hourly rate used in budgeting for 2021 for the Red Line in the Metro Transit Model data shown 
in Table 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie Zelle, and 
referenced on page 3 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum from Nick Thompson to Charlie 
Zelle. 
 
 13. The Operator hourly rates for Metro Transit operators of Red Line-compatible 
buses in 2019 and 2020.   
 
 14. The Standard Operating Procedure the Metropolitan Council/Metro Transit 
intends to employ in operating the Red Line in 2021. 
 
 15. Training provided to Metro Transit Operators for operating the Red Line in 2021. 
 
 16. Apple Valley Transit Station costs, if any, used in budgeting for 2021 for the Red 
Line in the Metro Transit Model data shown in Table 2 of the October 28, 2020 memorandum 
from Nick Thompson to Charlie Zelle. 
 
 17. A list of the buses Metro Transit intends to use to operate the Red Line in 2021. 
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 18. A copy of the agreement, if any, between the Metropolitan Council and Metro 
Transit to operate the Red Line. 
 
 19. The missed trip rate for METRO Transit lines (Blue, Green, A, and C Lines) other 
than the Red Line in 2020.  
 
 20. Procurement documents, including but not limited to RFPs, bid packages, and 
sole source documentation, generated following issuance and in connection with Federal 
Contract No. MN-95-XO26. 
 
 21. Procurement documents, including but not limited to RFPs, bid packages, and 
sole source documentation, generated in relation to federal grants obtained for operation of the 
Red Line for any time period from 2016 forward.   
 


